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BENEATH
THE GROUND
Caves. Whether you are in a
Mexican cave, Texas cave, or an Austin
cave, you experience a whole new world.
When you encounter airflow coming
from a small crack, it makes a true
caver want to dig forever. And when
you come to a pit, you want to rappel
into the center of the world.
Caves are completely quiet except
for a distant squeak of a bat, your
heartbeat, or the quiet drip of
moisture falling from above.
These drips are slowly forming
beautiful stalagtites and stalagmites
in many colors, sizes, and shapes.
They are hanging from the ceiling and
growing from the ground.
Darkness surrounds you, yet it
seems like you are surrounded by
light. Experience the wonders beneat t
the ground.
Molly Bitting<

The TEXAS CAVER is a bi-monthly publication of the Texas
Spe~eological Association (TSA), an internal organization of the
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addres_s. _Persons interested in EXCHANGES and FOREIGN
subscnphon should direct correspondence to the editor.
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GRIM FAIRY TALES:
TOM, LOGAN&THE CAVE
Once upon a time , in the year one thousand
ni ne hundred and eighty-two, there were two
cavers named Tom and Logan.
Tom was a young fellow, who after many
t ria ls and tribulations and tests of
courage, had just earned a very important
pi ece of paper called a PEE-R-DEE. This
paper meant that Tom knew all about
hyd ro logy and geomorphology and other
mys te rious things like that. Tom lived in
t he Far Northlands in a place called the
St ate of Washington.
Logan was a slightly less younger fellow
who called himself a cave archeologist.
Nmv , ve ry few people have ever seen a cave
arc heologist, and many more people say
th ey don't even exist. But this is a fairy
t ale , so it doesn't really matter,
do es it? Logan lived in a vast region
cal l ed TEXAS! He had never been to the Far
Nor th lands and wasn't even sure if the
St ate of Washington was a real place, but
he did know Tom.

MAP t\1 TEXA')

One day Tom and Logan found themselves in
the Far Southlands, in a place called
Belize. At least one famous person had
described Belize as being one of the ends
of the world. It was a beautiful place,
thought, with lots of jungles, which were
full of lots of animals like tigers and
crocodiles and tommygoffs and wowlas, and
night walkers and howlers and mountain c~ws
to name just a few.
Not very many people lived in the jungles.
Would you, with all those animals? The few
people who did were of many different
types: Creoles and Caribs and Mopan and
Kekchi, Chinese and East Indians and German Mennonites, Spanish, English, and
Americans. These people spoke different
languages and had different colors of skin,
but they were all quite pleasant and
friendly.
The best thing about Belize, though, was
that it had many large and beautiful caves.
Many of these had never been explored by
anyone, so Tom and Logan de cided to seek
adventure in the caves.
From a small Indian village called Blue
Creek, the two intrepid explorers (or so
they thought of themselves) journeyed to
an even smaller Indian village called
Santa Elena. They traveled in Tom's wondrous
horseless carriage called a 1965 Volkswagen Bus. It made the 18 mile, 45 minute
trip in about two hours. Most of the
villagers came out of their houses to
marvel at the carriage, and to watch as
Tom and Logan packed all sorts of strange
things into their traveling bags.
They packed helmets and carbide lamps,
cable ladders and inner tubes, cameras and
electronic strobes, tape measures and
compasses and a little book for writing
down numbers, food and pots and pans and
a little SVEA stove for cooking, and lots
of other stuff. When they put their travelling bags on, they were amazed at how heavy
all this stuff was, but since they were
intrepid explorers seeking adventure they
didn't groan or complain. At least not in
front of all the people. Inst e ad, they
smiled and waved goodbye and walked off
into the sunset. Well, not reall y, because
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it was already dark. It was even darker
two hours later when they rea~hed the cave.
They had been to the cave once before,
with two young fellows named Chris and Dave
who were from a place called Great Britain
in the Far Eastlands. (Logan had never
been to Great Britain, but he was pretty
sure it was somewhere in east TEXAS!) Anyway, T and L (if you don't know who T and
L are by now, you may as well go watch
Tee-Vee), T and L knew that they could
walk into the cave about 250 meters. At
that point there was a fearsome drop into
a vast room. As far as they knew, no one
had ever been down that fearsome drop and
into that vast room, probably because no
one had ever wanted to.
So, with visions of vast virgin voids,
T and L set up their tiny camp just inside
the entrance and slept the sleep of the
innocent.
Soon after they awoke the next morning,
the Day of Friday 28th day of the month of
May, it began raining very hard. The season
of rains had begun, so rain was "no big
tin g" ' as the Belizeans say.
After a leisurely breakfast, T and L
began making a map of the cave. They went
across a small pool full of logs and
sticks and who knows what else, then past
another entrance bigger than the first,
and up and down over very slippery rocks.
You see, sometimes a river flowed into the
cave. That is why the logs and sticks and
who knows what else were there, and why
the rocks were polished slippery smooth.
But T and L knew that the river was dry
now, disappearing into the ground about
two miles before it reached the cave.

When they reached the drop, they lowered
the cable ladders and measured it. It was
about 45 feet high. The room at the
bottom was as big as a small castle,
perhaps 200 feet across and about 100 feet
high. There was a lake below the drop, and
a small stream which gurgled merrily out
of one wall and into the lake.
To their dismay, T and L could not find
any more cave heading out of the room.
Instead of vast virgin voids, they found
only a pool of water on one side of the
room, full of logs and who knows what else,
There were big logs in higher parts of the
room, too. It appeared that sometimes, when
the river flowed into the cave, the room
filled with water up to 30 or 40 feet hi~
and then drained slowly.
Tom and Logan were disappointed, since it's
difficult to be an intrepid explorer if
you can't find anything to explore. So
they decided to make a thorough check of
the room. On the side away from the drop,
they walked between two large speleothems
(which is a word used in fairy tales to
mean cave formations). They were surpri sed
to see light coming from a small hole far
over their heads, too far to climb. Continuing underneath this skylight entrance, in
a short while they came to still another
entrance which they could climb out of.
Then Logan found a dry passage which
led around the top of the big room and
all the way back to the top of the drop.
So T and L were back where they had started.
Once again, they climbed down the cable
ladders and then ate lunch.
They still had not found what they were
looking for. Neither one of them was
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particularly excited about mapping through
t he low pool of water on one side of the
room, full of logs and who knows what else.
so they decided to look first at the little
gurg ling stream merrily pouring out of one
1vall and into the lake. Since it would
pro bably take only a few minutes to do so,
t hey left their cave packs under the drop.
As they moved around the lake, they heard
a st range roaring sound. Logan asked "Do
yo u hear that noise, Tom? That roaring
sound?" "Yes, I do hear something different"
replied Tom. The stopped to listen. "Maybe
it ' s just the acoustics changing as we move
arou nd the room" said Logan, although he
real ly wasn't sure. Tom didn't say anyt hing , so they continued working their way
slowl y around the big room, nearly as big
as a castle, climbing over logs and slippery
ro cks .
Abou t 15 seconds passed, when suddenly
t he r oar changed to a RUMBLE and then came
a mo s t horrendous CRASHBOOM! The noise was
deaf ening and the room seemed to shake. T
and L looked at each other, knowing
immediately that the river had flash-flooded
ancl t hat tons of water were cascading
violentl y over the drop which had been
to ta lly dry 10 seconds before. It would be
impos sible to climb up the ladders.
Tom said something very practical
(b ec ause, after all, he had a PEE-H-DEE).
Tom sa id "I think we'd better head for
hi ghe r ground." So that's what they did
VE RY , VERY FAST. The rocks were just as
sl ip pe r y as before, but Tom and Logan
didn 't seem to notice. They just wanted to
fin d the passageway betwen the two
speJ.e othems which led underneath the skylight entrance and on to the other entrance.
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The could hear nothing but the CRASHBOOM!
of the water, and it took them about 30
seconds to find the passage. In Grim Fairy
Tales, 30 seconds can be the same as
eternity.
Feeling they were safe now, Tom asked
Logan if he would like to go back and look
at the water. Logan said something which
can't be said in fairy tales, but Tom
understood that Logan did not want to go
back. So theywalked out the other entrance
and struggled through the jungle back to
the main entrance. Of course, the could
not see their camp, since it was covered
with ten feet of swift brown water.
They looked at: the water and thought about
what was underneath it. They thought about
their backpacks and cave packs and
compasses and cameras and electronic strobes
and watches and machetes and lots of other
stuff . And they felt very sad. Then they
thought about WHAT IFS? In Grim Fairy
Tales, there are little what ifs? and big
WHAT IFS? None of them are really very
important because they are things that
didn't happen. Even so, Tom and Logan
looked at the water and thought about only
WHAT IFS?
WHAT IF? the water had come during the
night while they were sleeping the sleep
of the innocent. WHAT IF? the water had
come twenty minutes before while they were
climbing down the ladders, or even five
minutes before when they were eating their
lunch under the drop. WHAT IF ? the big
room had not had another entrance, and
WHAT IF? they had not found it before the
water came.
Continued on page 72
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CREVICE CAVE
Ron Sides
This article is dedicated to two people.
Pa ul Hau c k, the toughest caver I have ever
me t , wh o spearheaded the early exploration
o f th e Crev i c e s y stem. Many cavers came and
went, but Paul s y stematically explored and
s ur veye d th e g reat majority of the cave. Dr.
Ray Kn ox is the f a c ult y adv isor to the Southeas t Mi s s o uri State Universit y Gr o tto and
a lo n g time c a ve r. He gav e the effort a
se n se o f c ontinuit y and kept interest up
d u r in g time s o f mass burnout.
Crev i ce Cave is one o f several 10 miles
pl us cave s y stems in the Perryv ille karst
of so uth ea st e rn Miss o uri. All of thes e major
caves (and a l a r ge numb e r o f smaller one s)
have been kn o\m f or a lon g time and have
been ac tiv el y expl o red since the mid-six ties.
Howeve r, these lar g e c a v es are so complex
t ha t exp l o ration is still ongoing. Mo reover,
at leas t o n e l a r ge s y stem and probably
man y sma l le r on es remain undisc overed so
tha t cave rs will st ay bus y in this karst for
many years .
Cr evice Cave i s the l o n g est c ave s y stem in
Missouri , abou t 2 5 miles (unofficiall y ) of
n early al l walkin g passa g e. All this walking passage mi g ht s u ggest an eas y cave. I
wish . The h ea d r oo m is there, but so is much
sc rambl in g over, under, a nd around obstacles.
This , to g ethe r with the sheer size of the
cave makes for punishin g e x ploration trips.
Punishment n ot withst a n d ing, I was happy
t o be in on th e e arly e x ploration of the
cave unt il g raduat e school and tea c hing drew
me away from th e p roje c t. (It also didn't
h e lp tha t a ll my gea r burned up in a flaming car . Lon g st o r y .)
The cave is c omposed of four main streams,
t he Fi r s t a nd Second Mile passa g es, the
Bends sec ti on, th e Ni l e Riv er section, and
the Mer lin s s ec tion. All of thes e stream
passages empt y int o the l a r ge Eternit y
Passage . Walk i n g p as s age pr e vails in almost
all of th e c a ve a nd dee p water is a problem
o n ly i n cer t a in p a rts o f the lower Nil e
passage . As in al l stream b e arin g caves, it
s h ould not b e e nt e r e d durin g periods of
heavy ra in. We h a d t wo rea s ons for mapping
and ex p lo r i n g i~ the ea rl y d ay s. For one,
we want e d t o kn ow wh e r e t h e blasted cave
went. For a n o th e r we we r e de speratel y tryin g
t o find a n o th e r e ntr a n c e. It was a killer
t rip jus t t o ge t t o th e Ce ntr a l Se c tion of
t h e cav e f r om th e Hist o ri c Ent rance, much
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less exploring new stuff. Now the three
known entrances can be used to plan a
variety of trips.
Most of the early exploration of the c ave
was done from the Historic Entrance. Thi s
is an "almost walk-in" in the side of a
small collapse sink. The cave opens rapidly
to walking passage of roughly oval cross
section which has a meandering crevice in
the floor (hence the name). The crevice i s
a vadose stream passage which cuts the h igher passage 6 times in the first 200 feet.
At this point, the oval walkway ends and you
drop about 20 feet into a lower passage.
The passage continues for about 100 feet as
a narrow, formation choked canyon which
involves much scrambling.At this point the
passage appears to choke. For much of its
early history, the cave was considered t o
end here until someone found a way through
the maze of speleothems. This twisting ro ute
appropriately called the keyhole, winds a bout
15 feet up through the travertine choke t o
eventually lead back to the lower passa ge .
Now there are two ways around the keyhol e .
You can go over it in a high passage whi ch
parallels the main one. This, unfortunat el y,
involves crawling, scrambling and a lon g,
nasty climb back dovm to the stream (ab out
45 feet). A happier route is under the keyhole where some formations have been broken
through at the lower level.
Just past the key-hole, the main stream i s
reached and the trip really begins. The
First Mile passage is high walking pass age
with ceiling heights often 50 feet. It is
typi c al of the remainder of the cave in
that passages tend to be high and narrow
(4 to 6 feet wide). Ceiling heights wil l
abruptly lower, only to climb again jus t up
the line. Th e passage is mostly easy walking in water seldom a bove the ankles
althoug h a few hip deep pools are ther e so
that you don't become too comfortable. The
c ave is fairly well decorated, though not
with delicate formations like soda straws .
Helectite s are nonexistant. After a whil e ,
the c l e an gravel and rock floor gives way
to mud banks and more difficult going, signalling that a change is about to occur.
The passage chokes and the stream cont in ues
under impenetrable limestone, markin g th e
end of the First Mile passage.
The way around the blo c k is to climb over

it. A small, sloping tunnel occurs in the
ceiling of the passage before the choke. It
leads steeply up and back upstream for about
45 feet. After the strenuous incline, a 400
foot crawlway leads back downstream above
the stream passage. The climb back down to
stream level is not too bad, until you
reach "the gate". The gate is a nasty
little hole that is guaranteed to separate
the men from the slightly larger men. More
than one intrepid caver has had to strip
down to skivies to make it through this
nas ty.
Survivors of the gate find themselves back
in the main stream passage, which abruptly
tu rn s southeastward. The Second Mile passage
i s similar to the First Mile with generally
Halking passage. You do scramble around some
travertine obstacles, but the passage is
fai rly comfortable. The passage deteriorates
1vith time. More scrambling is required and
passage cross section decreases as the
stream heads toward the Central Section of
the cave. Fortunately, this ugliness is
avoided by a high level cutoff called the
Base Camp Passage. A tough climb up the side
of a small intersection room (about 45 feet
of cl imb) leads to a not too conspicuous
upper passage. (I missed ·the damn thing on
my f irst trip.) This small passage quickly
i nt e rsects the Base Camp Passage, a dry,
obscenely easy walking passage. The easy
cave has come just in time because most
norma l folks are real tired at this point.
At the end of the Base Camp Passage is, you
guessed it, Base Camp. This high and dry
inte rsection room (actually just a wide
passag e) was the center of exploration for
mu ch of the cave. It is well placed as it
Houl d take perhaps six hours to get this
far (depending on amount of gear, people,
guts , etc.) and was a good physical and
psychological goal. The camp is nothing to
Hri te home about; just a wide spot at the
point where the Base Camp Passage enters
the Bends section of the cave. However, it
is high and dry and a good place to cook,
sleep, and try to figure out why you keep
putting yourself through all of this hell.
From here, you can proceed two ways. Upstream is the Bends passage, a large main
stream section draining the southwest part
of the cave. The Bends area is fairly
comp licated and not very fun, so that I
don 't remember too much about it even though
I helped survey it. High narrow walking
passage occurs, but tighter stoopways are
more numerous. The passage meanders or
"b en d s " back and forth rapidly so that
th e going can be slow, even in walking
71

passage. One interesting feature is that
long, thin, nearly horizontal travertine
bridges sometimes run wall to wall at about
chest level. These are often six foot spans.
These days few people see the Bends area
due to the difficulty and lack of a
nearby entrance.
Downstream from Base Camp leads to the
Central Section of the cave. The passage
is fairly high and narrow, but is not well
decorated. Almost 1500 feet of fairly easy
walking in shallow water leads to the Big
Room. Just before this room is a small side
passage which leads to a dome called the
Waterfall Room. This 15 by 20 foot room
sports a scenic 40 foot waterfall. The Big
Room is a larger breakdown room in the
middle of the Central Section of the cave.
The open space is quite a change after all
the previous cave which, although large,
really has no major rooms. The room is 120
feet by 200 feet by 60 feet high. It has a
very large stalagmite-stalactite pair and
some ceiling draperies. It looks initially
undecorated, but this is not true as a
beautiful soda straw room occurs at the top
of the breakdown. Soda straws are otherwise
fairly rare in this cave.
The cave is complicated here as the stream
which originated at the Historic Entrance
(you leave it at the Base Camp Passage)
joins the Bends stream. The combined flow
continues on to the Paradise room; but the
stream is not the best way forward. Actually
there is no best way. The way normally taken
is a low crawlway which leads off the Big
Room. The crawlway is a disgusting place
where you crawl along immersed in mud which
has a consistency appropriate for mud
wrestling. The crawl isn't too long (50 ft.),
but is very memorable, and empties finally
into high walking passage.
The cave changes character in these downstream regions. Passages here which are
otherwise high and narrow, are high and
broad with roughly square cross sections.
Another contrast is that in these regions,
mud is more abundant. The Big Room to Paradise passage is fairly large (often 20 feet
by 20 feet) but not at all pleasant. High,
slippery mud banks confine you to the
stream, which contains much sticky mud. The
already tired caver has about ~ mile of
this exhausting passage to contend with.
Gee what fun! However, it is true that
Paradise is worth the trip through
purgatory. The passage you are in opens into a
whopping breakdown room with very nice
speleothems. The room measures about 100
feet by 50 feet with a high ceiling. It

contains a 30 foot high column, draperies,
and stalagmites which are brightly colored
in sha des of yellow and red. Some of these
have delicate color veinings. Even though
it has taken you perhaps 8 hours of tough
caving to get this far, the room makes it
all seem worth it.
Just beyond Paradise, the Nile stream
passage joins the stream you have been in
and the combined flow moves through the
Eternity Passage. This large, mostly
undecorated passage has a square cross
section and measures 30 to 40 feet on a
side. The mud banks are here also, but the
mud is fairly firm so that walking is not
too difficult. The passage goes seemingly
forever like this until it empties into the
hugh Eternity Room. Shortly thereafter, the
cave ends in a final sump. Just past this
sump, however, the passage can be reentered
in what is called Mertz Cave. This cave is
a continuation of the Eternity Passage and
is itself worth a day of caving. The
large passage terminates at a resurgence
at the base of some Mississippi River bluffs.
After I left Missouri, much new cave was
discovered. There are now two more entrances,
Echoe Pit and Pipistrelle. All of the Nile
section was mapped (I have never been there)
and the Merlin's Cave section was discovered.
Virtually all of these places are good
walking pas sage !
The trip from the Historic Entrance to the
Eternity Room is a killer trip, but a
tremendous one. These days, most people
en t er through Pipistrelle and can reach the
Paradise Room in a 2 hour trip through
walking passage. The Merlin's Cave section
alone is worth a trip. I had the pleasure
of making this trip over last Christmas
holiday, which is the reason for this
burst of ? creative ? writing activity. It
was fun to see Paradise through the backdoor.
Other caves may have better formations or
more vertical challenge. But rarely can you
see such variety of passage in a single cave.
You can spend days inside it or see it
piece by piece from the three entrances.
What is even better, you can still see
virgin cave in this monster system.
THE END
Continued from page 69
So they looked again at the swift brown
water and felt almost happy. Then they
thought about all their stuff and felt sad
again. They continued feeling almost
happy, then sad, then almost happy again,
for quite some time.
T and L decided to go back to Blue Creek

Village and wait for the water to go down.
But first they had to get back to the
trail, which meant they had to swim across
the swift brown water. That swim was almost
worse than being in the big room, but they
made it.
The people at Santa Elena were surprised
to see Tom and Logan back so soon, not to
mention emptyhanded, wet, dirty, and tired.
The people didn't think they looked very
intrepid at all, just funny. Logan even
had a combat: boot on one foot and a tennis
shoe on the other.
T and L waved goodbye once more to the
friendly, laughing, people and drove
quickly away. But they didn't go very far,
because the next river, called the Rio
Blanco, had flooded the bridge. That river
also flowed into a cave, which T and L had
been exploring a few days before. So they
had some more WHAT IFS? to think about.
They spent the night in Tom's wondrous
horseless carriage in front of the Station
of Police in a little village called Pueblo
Viejo. About the only excitement that night
was when a fellow from the land of Guatemala stole a horse from the village, and
four men with rifles went after him.
The next morning T and L drove the 18
mile 45 minute two hour journey back to
Blue Creek. There the people from the land
called Great Britain were very kind and
helpful. As they had done before, they
gave T and L food and things to drink both
hot and cold, and soft beds on which to
sleep the sleep of the no longer quiteso-innocent.
After one day and one night had passed
during which there was no rain, T and L
went back to the cave. The river was no
longer flowing, but there were big pools
in the cave where there had been no pools
before. And there were new logs and
branches and definitely something else
which made a queer flop-flopping noise.
T and L did not want to know what made the
flop-flopping noise. They just wanted to
find what remained of their stuff.
They searched between the slippery rocks
and in shallow pools, and they found
their machetes, the inner tubes, a first
aid kit, a can of butter, a jar of coffee,
Logan's sheet, his watch (still ticking!),
his strobe (definitely not ticking), Tom's
little stove and fuel container and foam
pad and best of all, Tom's backpack. They
also got the two cable ladders which had
been twisted 'round and 'round by the
Continued on page 83
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CREVICE CAVE
Modified (Stolen) from various publications by Paul Hauck
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VALDINA FARMS SINKHOLE
Scott Harden
Valdina Farms Sinkhole, besides being a
large a nd fascinatin g cave, has one of the
most impres sive entrances of any Texas cave.
The e nt rance pit is surrounded b y incredibly
ka rst y limestone, with fissures and potholes eve rywhere, while the pit itself looks
like a t yp ical Mexican sotano than a Texas
s inkhole .
Several ye ars a go the Edwards Underground
Hater District (Effi.JD) decided that the cave
would make a good aquifer rechar ge site.
In 197 8 a hearing was held to discuss
ap pli ca tion by the Emm to build a darn and
d i ve r sio n channel at the cave. Those opposed
to th e proje c t at the hearing included Bill
Russell, Sam Sweet, Texas Dept. of Parks and
Wildlife, and the U.S. Dept. of the Interior.
The basis for oppositio n was founded on two
points: That the project would endanger
th e Valdina Farms salamander, and that the
pr o j ec t lacked hydrologic fe~sability.
After the hearin g there seemed to be a lack
of information and publicity about the
project until re c ently when the local media
reported some difficulties the EffifD was
havin g a warding construction contracts. It
seems th e district was required to accept
th e lowes t bid but failed to do this. It
was th e firs t I'd heard about the project
since 1978 and I've heard nothing since.
Cave rs should be opposed to the project
for several reasons. The fact that the darn
and ditch will be detrimental to the beauty
a n d val ue of the Sinkhole, while certainly
a va l id reason, is overshadowed be more
impo rt a nt ones.
Th e Vald ina Farms Salamander is apparently
unique t o this cave, although its status as
a distinct species is under question. It
wo u ld seem these little critters have
e n o u gh trouble with people using them as
fis h bait, a nd sci e ntists dissecting them
so the y can count their t e eth and vertebrae.
Valdin a Farms Sinkhole is a bat cave and
h as be e n mined for guano, but the miners
h a rdl y made a d e nt in it and there's tons
of th e stuff left. A water sample taken
fro m th e cave was found to have 212 ppm of
nitra t e . Health authorities limit public
water supplies to 45 ppm because high
nitrate con centra ti on s h ave been found to
cause me th e moglobin e mia or "blue baby", a
cond itio n which can be f atal to infants.
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One often hears arguments that pollutants
like this are sufficiently diluted by the
time they reach municipal wells miles away.
While this may be the case, it seems only
fair to consider the health of rural
families who may have their water wells
near the source of pollution. Most people
know little about groundwater pollution,
and even if a mixture of water and bat
guano started flowing from the tap, might
not realize what it was and think that a
coffee filter would solve the problem.
Probably the strongest argument against
the project is the evidence that it simply
won't work. To quote Bill Russell, " ... the
first flood will make the sinkhole the
deepest lake in the county, and succeedi ~~
floods will just fill the cave with mud . . ' .
The cave already fills with water after
heavy rains. On July 11, 1976, I accomp a nied ~ group to the cave, where we were
suprised to find the bottom of the pit
covered by water eight feet deep. The water
had no detectable current, and branches
were seen jammed beneath a ledge 50 feet
above the floor of the cave. This indicates
that the entire cave floods, except perh aps
the upper part of the entrance pit, whi ch
if artificially flooded might provide onl y
a few additional acre-feet of water storage .
During average flow and moderate floods,
all the water in nearby Seco Creek enter s t he
aquifer naturally. Those floods intense
enough to exceed the natural recharge
capacity of Seco Creek probably flood th e
cave also, even without a darn.
The situation brings to mind another water
project carried out about 30 miles east of
VFS and completed in 1912. Medina darn was
built creating a lake of the same name, but
again there was insufficient knowledge of
the geology. The darn was built on the
Edwards limestone, and the local folks were
pretty disappointed when the darn began
leaking like the proverbial sieve and th e
lake seldom filled. However, it was lat er
determined that much of the water which
leaked out was recharging the Edwards
aquifer, which \vas a totally unforseen
benefit.
I'm afraid it may be too late to do
anything about the Valdina Farms project ,
and this report may have no value other
Continued on page 79

METHOD FOR FINDING CAVES
Tom Warden
I have read many discussions in cave related publications which attemped to assist
cavers to locate the caves for which they
we re searching. Some proposed to relate
vege tations to cavern locations; others to
show that elevations or terrain shape held
the secret to hidden caves.
Perhaps these things have value elsewhere,
but in Texas we have found caves at the top
of hills, at the bottom of hills, and no
cer tain vegetation has ever been associated
~~ith cavern entrances. There is one exception to this. Ferns love to grow down inside
cav e entrances, but by the time you have
fo und the ferns .....
~~a t we need to do is hunt for some
occupational group that spend their working
day s in the woods. I have found that in west
Texas this would be cedar choppers. In east
Texas we must look for loggers and pulpwood
haulers. I have asked coon hunters, giant
armadillo hunters, fox hunters, foresters,
jus t plain hunters and just plain people.
Bu t these work elsewhere and spend their
l eis ure time in the woods. But the .people
Hho wo rk on the trees know the woods better
than any.
I n west Texas the cedar choppers probably
know where all the caves are. However, in
the past fifteen years, fire and land clearing have depleted the cedar supply. You
won 't find as many cedar choppers as you
used to. Nevertheless, in any community,
ask if there is an old retired cedar chopper
aro und. Anyone will know where he lives.
In east Texas, there are few caves, but
some do exist; most notably "Gunnel's Cave"
the largest east of the Balcones Fault line.
Here you ask loggers. These too are few
bu t older and know the woods better. There
are more pulpwood haulers, easily found
but no so knowledgable. If the first knows
of no caves hunt up .:mother. vlhen you have
t alked to three who say there are no caves
nea rby, you know to leave that area alone.
In both west and east Texas you can find
these people by the distinctive truck
design of their working vehicles. This is
a fl at bed having four or more vertical
pos ts to hold the logs. ~lhen you see one
parked by a house, go in ana talk to the
mme r. You will find a knowledgable fellow
that is helpul and friendly. Hany times he
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will lead you to the cave location.
Try this method. I believe you will find
it fruitful. Also, rather than having to
ask for cave locations around any community
and get led all over one end of the county
by the local drunk who had imbibed too many
beers, as I once did you will be able to go
right to the informant, because you are
using the tell-tale logging truck as a
sign.
One word of caution. You people who have
long hair and bushy beards, take a low
profile. Some of the retired loggers are
old and have an aversion to hirsute
exteriors. You go in there, meet a fellow
who knows of the longest cave in the area,
and all you will get is a closed mouth.

CIBOLO ISLAND CAVE
Randy Waters
Cibolo Island Cave, formed in the lower
Glen Rose Formation, is located on an island
in the middle of the Cibolo Creek two miles
down from Boerne, Texas. The entrance, six
feet above the creek level, is a cement
tube which prevents soil wash-in. This drops
into a narrow fissure pit, 60 feet deep and
divided by a few narrow ledges. A TSA belt
buckle was found in the mud at the bottom
of the pit. Toward the southeest, the passage
becomes very narrow. It was not explored
when surveyed because a fresh smelling
snake was lying right in the way. On a
later photo survey, Don Arburn pushed back
50 feet before the way narrowed. Back at
the entrance drop and toward the northwest,
you encounter a sump containing one large
tire. Because of the cave's location, a
considerable amount of \vater filters in,
resulting in a resemblance of a rain forest.
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need to be done o~ce, not on each bulb as
I indicated. This w~s my misunderstanding
apparently. Also, as Tom stated, the
BM28G and BM20G are no longer available
from the manufacturer; however, if one were
to hunt around they might find some of
these, which is \vhy I mentioned them.
My figures concerning the bulb life,
amperage, wattage, et cetera were from
Bill Halliday's book American Caves and
Caving, from Koehler literature, and from
my own experimentation and measurement.
Tom Kayes table of amperage, brightness,
bulb life, et cetera uses some figures
from Bill Varnedoe's articles- these
were not confirmed to Tom Kaye by General
Electric when requested. Tom also uses
several formulas from Chicago Miniature
Lamp Company to arrive at his figures for
average brightness, average amperage,
average bulb life and candlepower-hours;
where 'average' is the mean output over
the period of life of a single battery
discharge. The formulas are:

KICK BACK
Dear Edi·tor:
In "Kick Back" I was saddened by the
l etter from G.L., but I liked your answer.
It 's a shame that so many new cavers feel
in fe rior because they don't have the
experience of other cavers. If G.L. reads
th is I hope he turns to the Feb. 82' issue
and reads the trip reports on "Enchanted
Ro ck", "Robber Baron" and "Bee Creek Cave".
Those cavers are experienced but the caves
ar e well traveled. So the next cave trip
you take, send in a report. Remember we
all started sometime. I joined the TSA in
19 60 and NSS in 1963. I have every issue
of t he Texas Caver and NSS News and
Bulletin that I ever received. When I
j oined the NSS in 1963, I thought my membership number of 6869 was too large for
re co gnition. But now NSS numbers are up
abo ve 20,000, maybe I can begin calling
myse lf "Old Timer" - Recon?
Tom ~.Jarden

AB

Dear Editor:
Afte r seeing Tom Kaye's letter in the Feb.
82' issue of the TEXAS CAVER about my
Ko eh ler Wheat Lamp article, I did some
checking and called Tom to discuss his
comments about the article. This letter
i s in tended to clarify his points.
llos most important point, that a battery's
damaged electrolyte should be removed with
th e battery fully charged, is absolutely
correct. Step #4 (on page 53 of the issue),
called "Discharge the battery", should be
eithe r omitted or a "Recharge the battery"
st ep should be added after it. Despite two
proo fr eadings, this oversight slipped
th ro ugh, and as Tom Kaye stated, this
procedure would probably reduce a battery's
ef fi ciency.
Hi s second point concerned the modificati on of a Koehler bulb by rebuilding it
using a Koehler base and another bulb's
globe /filament, to get more hours of
effic ient light. This was my understanding of his procedure based upon conversations we had in mid-1981. His technique
i s to actually take an 1157 automotive
bu lb , which is similar to the Koehler bulbs
but much cheaper, and construct an adapter
socke t. He removes the globe/filament
from the 1157 and wires in a smaller screwbase socket to accept the #41 or #13
bulbs.
This is a tedious process, but would only
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Kaye's theoretical values for LBM30A and
LBM30 are within 0.04 amp of my measured
current values; therefore, it is reasonable to assume that the other values in
column A of his table are also accurate.
As I mentioned in my article, the reversal
of the Koehler bulbs to extend the hours
of light is at the sacrifice of output
efficiency. Kaye has given the comparison
figure as about 1/5 that of normal
operation per the above formulas. The
appearance of the normal output compared
to the reversed-bulb output does not look
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written many professional publications, and
a thesis, so I don't think my writing needs
editing to begin with. Why not publish
articles "as is' with only grammatical
corrections?
You continually rant and rave that people
won't send you any material. Why should
they if this is the result? I don't plan on
throwing up my hands and saying - the TE~S
CAVER- and I'll probably try to submit
other articles. But how about some
responsible editing? We need the Caver in
Texas.
Jocie Hooper
Editor:
Here is the trip report that I chopped to
pieces in the January issue: "Atkinson,
Hooper and Steele surveyed the infamous
"Wiggle-Woggle", an approximately 50 rn long,
partially water filled passage. The twist~g
passage requiring exceedingly short survey
shots, is approximately ~-lrn wide in most
places the water is often over one's head
in depth. The ceiling is high, however, so
it is possible to stay vertical most of the
time.
Minton, Mathes and Russell surveyed back
out the entrance crawlway for approximately
200m. Longer shots were possible in this
essentially straight 3m wide by 1-3m high
passage, but it required working through th~
grey goo near the entrance".
What can I say, but that I am sorry. In
the many years that I have been editing t~
TEXAS CAVER, I have made it a personal
policy of mine never to edit a persons
article for two major reasons: it takes too
much time to read, and rewrite an article
even to straighten out very poor use of the
English language. The second and most
important is that no matter how poorly or
how well it is written, the author always
gets very angry if I leave one word out. So
with this in mind, I just don't do it. In
the case of Jocie' s trip report in the Dec.
issue, I honestly do not remember typing
that part in the original report. In th e
January issue, I ran out of space. I had
promised her that I would use the trip
report correcting. I should have waited
for the next issue, but I did something
stupid: I edited her correction. How really
stupid of me. I broke my own rule, and look
what it got me. Another enemy! I have no
shortage of enemies in Texas that is fo r
sure. I guess that is why I don't show up
at the meetings as often as I used to. I try
to edit the TC the best way I can, work on
it all the time. I am really sorry, Jocie,
so please accept my apology and be ass ured
that it will not happen again. James Jasek

like a factor of 5 to the human eye, but
the 1/5 ratio is mathematically correct.
The reversed-bulb procedure is a simple
and easily accomplished ~odification, but
is not as efficient, in terms of calculated
output, as the #41 or #13 bulb. The major
consideration is the trade-off of the #41
and #13 bulb life versus the reversedbulb inefficiency. The caver and the cave
would dictate the need.
Torn Kaye's last point - the parallelfilament modification for maximum output is feasible. A waterproof pushbutton switch
could be added to the headpiece case
allowing three modes of operation: 1. dual
filaments in series for low light/long
life; 2. normal operation using a single
f ilament; and 3. dual filament parallel
for maximum light, for short duration.
Besides the versatility, an :additional
advantage would be the longer filament
life in the maximum-light mode provided by
the use of two 1.2 amp filaments (rated
at 275 hours each), rather than the use
of a single 2.5 amp filament rated at 80
hours.
Kaye suggests the use of the 4010 bulb,
which has a 4 amp (16 watt) filament along
with a 1 amp (4 watt) filament. This bulb
can not be used in the reversed bulb mode,
because of the large difference between
the currents. It does offer a wide range
of hi-lo output.
My article was intended to be a general
discussion of the Koehler lamp for those
cavers not yet acquainted with it. For
those interested, Torn Kaye has a more
technical study of several electric lights
in the brochure titled "Electric Light
Systems for Caving". Caver information
Series #38, which is available from the
NSS for $1.
This is not a rebuttal to Torn Kaye's
letter but rather a clarification of the
points he mad e , and some of the apparent
conflict between data. This letter was
sent to Torn Kaye for his concurrence in
its content prior to submission to the
TEXAS CAVER.
Tornm Reinbold
James;
I am notreallyquite sure how to write this
letter considering how mad I am. When you
edi ted out the most important part of my
trip report on the Silver Mine/Powell's
Cave in the December issue, I thought it
was an honest mistake. But when you edit
the correction so that it also is meaningless I can only come to the conclusion that
yo u eit her know nothing about editing, or
cav ing, or you just' don't care! I have
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Dear Editor:
An article mentioning that preexposure
r abie s immunization is recommended for
hi gh risk occupational groups including
"s pel unkers" came in my mail recently and
ca use d me to wonder, in the absence of
pertinent data, how big a risk in reality
rabie s is to cavers. The article, "Human
Dip lo id Cell Rabies Vaccine", Bernard, K.
\V ., e t. al., Journal of the American Hedi cal Association Feb. 26, 1982; 247 (8):
1138-1142, describes dosages and effectivenes s
(measured by antibody titer) of a
new (licensed USA June, 1980), expensive
va cc ine previously used in Europe and
t es ted by the authors in l24 veterinary
st uden t volunteers. The new vaccine i s
r eport ed 100% effective (against 70 to 90%
f or th e previously used vaccine) and with
a qui te low rate of reactions more than
r ed ne ss and pa ~ n.
~ab ies, rare but highl y fatal in humans,
can be t reat ed post exposure because of its
l ong i ncubation period, so preexposure
treat ment is indicated only for persons
at greater than ordinary ri sk such as
vet e rinarians, their emplo ye e s and studen ts , and animal shelter workers. Host
ht:man cases fo llm.r do g bites, but outdoor
peo ple should be aware t ha t numerous wild
1nai11ma ls have been fou n d t o be rabid and
th at s ku nks i n particular have caused
h un : a ~1 r abies. Rabies outbreaks a r e
coi1side rably mo re common in l·lexico tha n in
Texa s , most l i ke l y b e cause of the large
nt.:1:1 ber of unvacc i na te d stray dogs :i.n

cave mist, dogs, or other mammals?
Do vampire bats bite humans frequentl y ,
rarely or ever?
Do Texas bats (mostly insect eaters) ever
bit humans or transmit rabies to humans?
I should like to hear from anyone about
articles or e x periences that help answer
these questions. And if it turns out
that cavers truly should be vaccinated, I
suggest that groupimmunizations could save
a good deal of the cost. Will Schwartz;
5024 Concord Ridge, San Antonio, TX 78228.
Dear Texas Caver:
I enjoy very much rece1v1ng the Texas
Caver when it does arrive. I am a fur
piece from my old caving grounds, which
is South Central and West Texas - and
let me not forget Mex ico. So you can see
the TC gives me some info. on what and who.
In a far away and distant land, the TEXAS
CAVER IS GOOD MEDICINE!!
David Persha
Dear Jim:
Thanks for the two copies of the Texas
Caver - you really do a great job, both
editorially and in the production.
Barbara Munson
National Caves Assoc.
McMinnville, TN
Continued from page 74
than as a news item. I do thank the cavers
and other people who actively opposed the
project at the hearing. I hope in the
future Texas cavers can be aware of any
activities which might harm caves or karst
or the water therein. Let others know of
any such plans and perhaps together we can
be more successful.
If Bill Russell is correct and the first
flood after the project is completed creates
the deepest lake in the county, it might
not be such a bad deal. Those fishermen
who've had bad luck at dried-up Medina
Lake might bring their rods, reels, and
i c e chests out to Valdina Farms Sinkhole,
where with some luck they can catch bass
and catfish washed in from the creek, and
maybe even a confused blind salamander.

'-'tE~XlC O .

Cavers have probably been s ee n as h ie;h
r is k becaus e ba ts have been f ound to have
a s ignif icant r at e of r ab~es . In pa rt icula~
rab ~ . e s f r om vampi r e ba t s is an economically
si gpif icant hazard to cattle and other
l ive stock in the bat's range (which comes
as f ar north as Iturbide, N.L. according
t o Chuck Stuehm). In the San Antonio area,
one fa tal human case is reported to have
deve loped in a person with no history of
mamma l bite but a recent visit to a large
bat co lony such as Bracken Bat Cave where
t he ai r is continuously filled with a mist
of ba t urine and feces. One such case is
not acceptable proof of causation,
par ticularly in light of many such visits
not fo llowed by rabies. But ....
Impor tant to help cavers decide whether to
ge t pre-exposure vaccination would be
fac ts which I do not have:
Have cavers developed rabies?
How many cavers have developed rabies?
Did their rabies come from bat bites, bat

(512)-686-0234
TEXAS
CAVE CALL COLLECT - REQUEST
RESCUE
CAVE RESCUE
KREIDLER ANSWERING SERV.
McALLEN , TEXAS
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200 feet of rope disappear. We had been
mentally prepared for about an 80 foot
drop. Tia had rappelled approximately 40
feet a year before at the Grapevine Dam
and a week before the trip she had rappelled from a 20 foot tree. My only experience
had been the 20 foot tree. Somewhat
dismayed but not shaken we rigged up.
Wayne went down second and derigged at the
slope and waited for us to join him. We
made it down to the slope without any
problems and now had to face an 80 foot
free fall. Going over the edge was, of
course, quite unnerving but then it turned
into sheer ecstasy. The beauty around us
was incredible. We were coming through
the ceiling of a spacious room and the
view was breathtaking with the huge
stalactites and stalagmites. We descended
past a huge bell canopy and landed at its
base. Steve came down last and we all
picked up our cameras but had trouble
deciding where to start in this beautiful
wonderland. There were massive formations
in Three Fingers but there were also
delicate speleothems. We found one wall
covered with helectites and a large
number of dog tooth spar. There were also
several small crystal clear pools of water.
After wandering around for some time and
after innumerable pictures were taken
we sat down amidst the towering stalagmites and ate our meager supper. As we
were all tired after this incredible
journey to the near center of the earth
(Tia and I thought it was incredible) we
decided to begin the long, long ascent to
the top. We all rigged up and Russell
started up the rope and was gone from
sight in an instant. We all made very good
time and we were at the top by midnight.
We hiked back to camp beneath the brilliant
stars trying to avoid the deadly lechigulla and with the excellent leadership
of Russell we found somewhat of a trail
and arrived in camp shortly after 2am. We
started the camp fire and cooked steaks
and potatoes. We went to bed about 4:30am
and woke up by 9:30 Sunday morning.
We had a wonderful breakfast and started
packing up. With the truck loaded we were
off to our last cave which was the
entance hall to Cottonwood. We parked th e
truck by the Ranger Station and hiked
about 15 minutes to the cave. Being an
electric caver I reluctantly borrowed a
carbide lamp from Wayne when all of my
batteries went dead. As we entered
Cottonwood we saw many large formations
and there was one stalagmite which looked

GUADALUPE MOUNTAINS, NEW MEXICO
April 23-25, 1982
Cavers: Russell Hill, Wayne Burks, Steve
Huddleston, Tia Huddleston, Donna
Anderson
Reported by: Donna Anderson
Friday morning we were greeted with four
inches of snow at the top of Three Mile
Hill. We shoveled snow out of the fire
place Pnd gathered wood in preparation for
a fire that evening. The first cave we
visited was Hidden Cave. The floor of the
cave was so smooth we thought we were in
a commercial cave. We came to about a 25
foot pit and lowered the cable ladder.
Steve, Tia, and I had never been on a
cable ladder before. Russell belayed us
and the tension on the rope made us feel
secure. We had been told that it was good
experience to have been on a cable ladder.
I am personally glad that experience is
behind me. We went back to camp and
wat c hed the rain clouds gathering. It
rained rather had that night and Steve and
Tia found out that their tent leaks.
Saturday we hiked for about three hours
looking for Three Fingers. We rigged the
ropes and Russell was the first to go down.
About 100 feet down he stopped on a slope
and derigged and called for more rope. We
had a 200 foot Goldline with us and let
down all we could. Russell dropped the
rope over this last pit and said that it
touched the floor and off he went. Tia and
I just looked at each other as we saw the
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larger than the giant one at Carlsbad.
During the picture taking session Wayne
knocked his camera over and dumped his
lens, flash unit, film and other items
into a small crevice. He leaned over and
1.,as able to fish out some of the items
but his lens was just out of reach. Not
being used to my borrowed carbide lamp I
innoc.e ntly leaned over to watch the
progress. Shortly thereafter I heard a
sizzling sound and then smelled something
bur ning. Wayne had heard and smelled it at
the same time and looked up. To my utter
amazement I saw flames atop his hair.
I ye lled "your hair' s on fire" and
proceeded to beat his head until the fire
was out. Feeling forlorn with his lens
down in a crevice and his hair singed
and a headache from my beating out the
fl ames I tried to cheer him up. Being a
sma ll person I was able to squeeze further
dmm into the crevice than he had been
able to and I rescued his lens. He quickly
left the cave a happy but singed caver. We
then drove to Carlsbad and had Mexican food
for supper. We arrived back at Ft. Worth
at 5 am Monday morning just in time to
make a pot of coffee before going to work.

After descending a large breakdown
mountain we went through a couple of
squeezes and arrived at our destination.
The Eagle Room. This impressive chamber is
several hundred feet long and averages a
couple of hundred feet wide and contains
a variety of spectacular formations.
After an hour of 'wide-eyes' wandering
about this swanky joint we headed out.
The day after we had a look-see into
another very large Arkansas cave and headed
back to Texas. Many thanks to Arkansas
caver Bert Allen and his wife for their
hospitality and help in locating the
caves we visited.

BUSTAMANTE, MEXICO
June 11-13, 1982
Cavers: Clif Posey, Troy Bishop, Jim and
Mimi Jasek, Paul and Barbara
Johnston, John and Cindy Spence,
Jeff Johnson, Greg and Sara Walker,
and Bill Ripley.
Reported by: Himi and Jim Jasek
This trip was originally planned for May
28-30, but fell through when one of the
drivers backed
out the day we were to
leave killing the trip cold. We regrouped
and reset the date and this time the trip
went off like clock work.
One of the major problems facing the
caver today is finding other cavers with
a vehicle large enough to carry more than
two people . With the gas crunch, everyone
has reduced the size of their caving
transportation making group trips much
more difficult.
Bill Ripley had a Van and was interested
in making the trip. John, Cindy, Greg,
Sara and Jeff rode with Bill, while Mimi,
Clif and Troy rode with me int my old red
Jeepster. Paul and Barbara met us in
Mexico the next morning as they were not
real sure they could make it.
This trip to Mexico was our first since
1975, so Mimi and I were really excited
about going. A lot has changed in Laredo
in these past years. There is a new road
taking you over the Rio Grande, and we
had to back track through Laredo to find
the old route. Crossing the border into
Mexico was real easy compared to seven
years ago. We had no problems at all and
everyone there was real friendly even at
midnight. Once past Mexican customs we
followed Bill's van as he took the new
road to Bustamante rather than going down

NEHTON COUNTY, ARKANSAS
Spring Break 1982
Cavers: Peter Monahan, Darrell Rees
Repo rted by: Darrell Rees
Upon our arrival in Arkansas, our first
st op was Lost Valley State Parks which
cont ains many small caves and karst featu re s such as appearing and disappearing
st reams. There is a two-mile hiking trail
which goes up into a large hollow. The
tr ip is very scenic and terminates at a
l arge waterfall. Climbing to the top we
noticed a resurgence off to the side. It
comes from a small cave which we pushed
th ro ugh a couple of huncred feet of mostly
crmvling passage. It terminates at the
bot t om of a forty-foot high dome pit which
contains a spectacular waterfall that comes
in f rom the ceiling. Short but sweet.
The next day we visited Little Bear Cave.
Its entrance is located at the bottom of
a small cliff. The . small opening leads
through a series of fissure-like passages which
ar e very confusing even if you have been
through them before. These led to a series
of very large and impressive breakdown
rooms which contain some nice formations.
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to Sabinas Hiledgo. Actually this route is
a little longer than the old way, but
over all it is shorter in time as the road
is better and there is very little traffic
to contend with. Especially no Buses and
no Trucks! There are a few more complicated
turns to get out of Nuevo Laredo, but if
you make a right turn just after you get
out of customs,, you will have little
trouble in finding your way. We are
including a map that should help those not
real familiar with this new way.
We arrived in Bustamante about 4 am and
drove straight to Bustamante Canyon. Since
we arrived in the canyon real early in the
morning and left early the next morning we
missed the person collecting the camping
fee to stay in Bustamante Canyon. This is
now a State Park and a small camping fee
is charged all who enter for camping. As
it was late at night we camped at the first
good spot and crashed. Rather than take
the time to put up my tent, I put up only
the rain fly to keep off the dew and rain
just in case we got a few drops. This was
a real mistake. I was laying there on top
of my foam pad just beginning to cool off
when I felt something bite me on the leg.
I used a small flashlight to check it out,
and saw a number of small flies and a
swarm of bloodthirsty mosquitos; licking
their lips over my bare legs. Needless to
say, I didn't get much sleep. Mimi was
just about to doze off, and all my cornmotion
kept her awake. I got out a sheet
of mosquito netting but this only made me
hot and no sleep carne for me. The next
morning those that did sleep were wondering
about all the red itchy spots that covered
all exposed parts of their bodies.
We had a good breakfast, broke camp and
drove straight to the parking lot at the
base of the mountain. Here again was something new. You no longer have to stop in
town at the City Hall and pay to enter the
cave; in fact, you don't have to pay to
get in the cave at all. They have given
up on the cave except during the month of
August when they have Fiesta. Then they
clean up the cave, repair the lights, and
charge all that enter the cave. At all
other times the cave is left open for
those nutty cavers. If we had known this
in advance we could have camped at the
base of the mountain the first night and
saved a lot of time. We could have been
in the cave several hours earlier. As it
was by the time we got all our gear packed
and everyone trucked up to the entrance it
\vas 12 noon.

While we were hiking up the mountain a
violent wind storm carne up. The clouds
were hanging very low when we started up,
and I was real sure the clouds were going
to dump a lot of water on us. Instead, a
great wind storm came up. It was gale
force bending the trees way over. I think
if it had not been for the heavy tree
density on the mountain, we would have
been blown off the hill. No kidding! We
talked to some of the locals the next day
and were told this was one of the fiercest
wind storms they had seen in many years.
We did get a little rain just as we were
entering the cave. We got lucky and missed
the water.
To me the cave had not changed at all,
in fact, I thought it was a little cleaner
than in the past and it didn't stink. Some
of the others that were new to the cave
were appalled at the garbage and writing
on the walls. This is a normal reaction
for most new cavers to this grand cave.
Once inside the cave we split into two
groups. Clif, Jim, Mimi, Paul and Barbara
stayed together taking pictures, while all
the others went straight down into the
cave to see as much as they could in the
short time we were to be in the cave. We
started our photography in the entrance
room, and continued this pattern of
exposing film as we went for the next six
hours. In this time, we just made it to
the Chapell where we found the others
sitting around talking about going out. I
had wanted to stay about three more hours
in the cave, but the little sleep I got
last night was creeping over my body, and
I thought about the long trek down the
mountain in the dark. We took several more
photographs, and all headed out of the
cave as a group until we carne to the
breakdown slope going out. Here we separated
into groups according to our physical
ability. One by one, we all made it up
tired, but none the worse for our efforts.
I never thought this climb was real bad,
but I always hated the trip back down to
the vehicles. The constant breaking on the
knees and feet is difficult on the old
body. Once we got back into the entrance
room, Paul and I got out our cameras and
shot a few more pictures while we waited
for all the others to catch up.
It was still daylight when we got back
outside and we got part way down the hill
in daylight, but most of the way was walking in total darkness. I never used to
mind walking down in the darkness until
the time we saw the largest rattlesnake
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l ay ing across the trail I had ever seen in
my life. To say the very least it scared
all of us out of our wits. We saw no
such critters this time. Thank goodness!
Once back at the vehicles, we regrouped
and drove back into Bustamante Canyon. Bill
wan ted to spend the night at the hot
spr ings, but when he got there he found
tha t it was taken by a very huge group
of Seventh Day Adventist from Monterrey and
he changed his mind about spending the
ni ght there. When we did set up camp, we
all made sure we used our TENTS! This
time I slept real good.
The next morning, we got up and ate a
good breakfast. We had to fight off the
biting mosquitos. I think they were angry
th at they could not get at us all of last
ni gh t, and waited to vent their anger on
us in the morning. We drove back to Neuvo
Laredo in record time, and made the usual
shopp ing stop. This trip turned out to be
anot her super trip south of the :border .
He had perfect weather and a perfect time.

--
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Continued from page 72
flood. Alas and alack, though they
searched high and low, they never found
Logan's backpack or their cameras or lots
of other stuff.
All of the time they were in the cave
their ears were very big, listening for
another roar. But this time nothing
happened.
So they carried out what they had found,
and after some more time had passed Tom
headed back to the Far Northlands and
Logan went home to TEXAS! And as far as
anyone knows, they haven't been seen in
any more Grim Fairy Tales and lived
Happily Ever After.
IMMORALS:
Don't go caving in the Toledo District of
Belize during the rainy season.
Don't go caving with Tom and Logan.
If Logan asks to borrow your camera,
don't give it to him.
THE END

Dr. William Halliday chaired the Third
International Symposium on Vulcanospeleology
a three-day event that included Halliday's '
enlightening talk on the caves of Mt. St.
Helens and the impact of the 1980 eruptions.
An Italian caver also gave a presentation
on the caves of Mount Etna, and there
were slides of Korean, Japanese and
Australian caves.
But the Lone Star State was not neglected
at Bend. Dale Pate and Jocie Hooper were
honored in the cave ballad contest. Pate
also received mention at the Photo Salon.
Ernst Kastning, formerly of Austin, gave
a talk on the caves of San Saba near Lampasas. Texans also gave talks on a karst
area in West Virginia and on public
relations.
The convention was an occasion of extremes.
There was a diversity of interests and
opinions represented.
And Oregon lived up to its rainy reputation. Conventioners arrived in rain and
packed in rain.
The Howdy Party, held outside the milelong Lava River Cave, was dispersed by a
cloudburst.
But that didn't prevent the beer from
flowing. Cavers just loaded up on food and
brew, sloshed back onto the waiting buses
and took the party to the high school.
Convention was a time of kibbutzing with
old friends and meeting new ones. And
bringing back old memories. The 1983 Conv.
is scheduled for Lewisburg, W.Va. See ya!

NSS CONVENTION, Bend, Oregon
July, 1982
Reported by: Jay Jorden
Attending the 1982 NSS Convention wasn't
as much like going caving as it was reliving the old high school days.
Remember high school? The pep rallies in
the gym, the announcements over the loudspeaker, the meetings in the commons? The
Lava Lands convention was all this and
more. Only the pep rallies were replaced
by vertical contests, the people being
paged on the loudspeakers were cavers and
the Congress of Grottos met among the
placards that read "Go Cougars".
"Excitement around the Bend" happened to
be at Mountain View High School. Not to
complain, but I hadn't seen the inside of
one in eleven years.

Of course, all the usual convention
craziness was sprinkled through this teen
haven. A hard core complement of Texans
arrived to set up "Groad Hollow" and the
hot tub amid the pines and lava rocks.
The Canadians crowded into one corner
behind the tennis courts and served up
moosehead beer and off-beat humor. One
Canuck who shall remain nameless was given
a birthday party at the closing Awards
Banquet, complete with a cake emblazoned,
"Happy Birthday, eh??"
But the main event and alleged reason for
driving/flying so far was to talk, eat and
sleep caving. A lot of talk and slides
were dished
up because there wasn't
enough of the real thing around, or because
folks wanted to play arm chair cavers for
a \veek .
As it turned out, going caving could have
been a mistake, since some high quality
programs were given.

NATIONAL CAVE RESCUE COMMISSION SEMINAR
July, 1982
Columbia, California
Reported by: Jay Jorden
The distant beating of a helicopter's rotors echoed across the Sierra Nevada of
Northern California as a group of cavers
gathered near the entrance of Crystal Palace Cave.
A rescue team member told them the good
news and the bad news.
"We have found George Decresenso a matt er
of 150 feet down a passage, at a chimney
where he fell," the caver said. "He has a
broken right ankle, possible head injuri es
and is hypothermic."
Two companions on a day trip were furth er
inside the cave, Decresenso said.
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A backboard, Neill-Robertson stretcher and
air splints were needed immediately, the
r escuer said.
Toni Williams, incident coordinator, began
shouting orders. She sent two Emergency
Medical Technicians to secure the equipment
and get it to the first victim, and sent a
search party of four persons to find the
ot he r two.
The three ill-fated cavers had been inside
Crys tal Palace since 11am the previous day.
As Williams looked at her watch, it was now
1:05pm - a full day later.
By 3 :30pm, all three cavers had been taken
from the cave in a practice exercise of the
Nat ional Cave Rescue Commission's 1982 seminar at Columbia College. The week-long
cour se drew cavers, forest rangers, EMT's,
par amedics, firemen and other emergency
worke rs from around the country last month
(ed : June.)
"We tried to simulate as nearly as possible
t he situation that would be encountered in
a rea l rescue," said Steve Hudson, a seminar instructor and president of Pigeon
Moun tain Industries, Inc. "This, then, was
t yp ic al."
Two instructors who played the parts of
th e victims in the mock rescue portrayed
t hemselves as caving novices. Students
were told this is often encountered in

"Cavers who have been in a rescue or
practiced one begin caving a lot more
safely afterwards," one instructor said.
"They realize what it takes to get them
out of a cave."
They heard horror stories on how unsafe
equipment can kill people. Hudson, chastising cavers who wear bump-caps instead
of rock-proof helmets, recounted the tale
of standing near a caver at the bottom of
a drop, only to see the friend's miner's
hat shattered by a falling rock.
The 31 seminar students were taught cave
rescue operations and management, from
airways to Z-rigs and other hauling
systems. They participated in rescues at
three area caves, and received classroom
instruction in medicine, communications
systems and organizing a cave rescue.
The seminar stressed first aid techniques
for cavers who were unfamiliar with how to
handle injuries underground. Zumrick said
medical help is needed in 40 percent of
cave accidents.
He outlined how to handle a victim's
preliminary evaluation, including taking
temperatures and blood pressure, and secondary evaluations, including the mental
status, motor strength and responses of
a patient as an aid to determining whether
skull or spinal injuries exist.
Students received hands-on instruction
on advanced first aid with an opportunity
to e xamine and use some of the latest
types of splints and medical equipment for
emergency medicine.
The problems and tragedies of search and
rescue were unforgettably illustrated
after a session on helicopter evacuation.
A Medivac helicopter with a team of three
people flew to the college and students
practiced evacuating victims onto it and
learned its procedures.
Later that night, the chopper crashed
while attempting to land at a real rescue
site in the mountains. All aboard were
killed.
Copter rescues, though risky, were described as an integral part of many cave
evacuations in mountain and wilderness
settings. The NCRC's cooperative relationship with the Air Force Rescue Coordination Center was detailed.
Air support is provided for the national
cave rescue system through a link with the _
center at Scott Air Force Base, Illinois.
The center was activated for rescue operations at the Huautla sy stem in Oaxaca,
Mexico, and at a New Jersey cave where a
state trooper was killed earlier this year .

"A significant proportion of rescues come
f rom people who are not attune d to caves, II
said Dr. John Zumrick, the NCRC medical
of fi cer. "The victims are lost four to five
hour s. The cavers run low on food, water,
etc . Individuals are then under a lot of
stre ss."
St udents who consented to be "victims"
were pulled through tight crawlways, up
chimneys and down drops strapped into
st re tchers. They learned firsthand what
i t's like to be helpless deep within a
cave .
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Cavers were told that AFRCC is a lastresort resource, since it must be activated by another governmental agency. And
local rescue officials are often reluctant
to bring in outside help.
Tom Vines, NCRC national coordinator, said
that cave rescue organizations should build
rapport with other SAR agencies before an
emergency arises.
"When you're dealing with the military,
you need a lot of lead time," he said.
Students were given an opportunity to
critique their instructors and the information provided.
Other instructors included Tom Patterson,
fo rest ranger at Joshua Tree National
Monument; Mike Meredith of France, former
head of the European cave rescue network,
and Dave Morrow.
The 1983 seminar is tentatively scheduled
at Carlsbad Caverns National Park.

CHRISTMAS TREE CAVE AND WEN CAVE, Carlsbad,
New Mexico
July 3-4, 1982
Cavers: William Bentley, Patrick Hill,
Terrence Hill, David Hill, Tommy
Hill and Johnny Hill
Reported by: William Bentley
Time had really slipped by and the permits
for the caves had not arrived yet. So I
placed a call to the Caverns and talked to
Ron Kirbo and he apologized for the delay
and said that he would have the permits and
directions waiting for us at the park Saturday. So the mad rush for the trip began.
Word was out that we needed one more caver
to make the minimum count. We got all of
the Hill brothers instead. We arrived at the
new cave Parking lot Saturday afternoon and
waited about two hours for the rest of the
gro up to arrive. While we were waiting we
met Ken Byrd and Dave Bolton who were to be
caving a nd we would see them later at
Christmas Tree Cave. We left about 2 pm
and walked the long two mile hike down
Slaughter Canyon and when we got there the
maps were either wrong or the cave had
moved. We walked all of the ridges in the
area and after about an hour we found the
entrance. The climb in was about 30 feet
and could be free c limbed, a handline was
used, but a rappel would have been nice.
Once inside the walk down a slope into the
main portion of Christmas Tree Cave
revealed a cave untouched by vandals and
had stalagtites that were hanging from the
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ceiling to almost touch the floor unbroken.
Inside the cave, there was a slope of slick
rock that lead into a lower room of the
cave. It was covered with white calcium
formations and had brownish black mud rivers
flowing across the floor. We left the cave
at 7pm and made it back to the trucks at
9pm.
Sunday found us at the parking lot to
begin at 9am (Texas Time). After having
survived an attack of White City Camp
ground mosquitos we were ready to find Wen
Cave.Assistance from the Park Rangers was
helpful in finding the entrance. The drop
into Wen Cave was said to be 50 feet,
however it looked more like 70 to 80 to
me. The descent went smooth, and once insi&
the cave we all took pictures. You could
see all of the cave in about an hour. It
wasn't very big, but it was beautiful. We
left the cave and were back at the Trucks
by noon, and went to the Visitor Center to
get more cave permit applications and eat
lunch and talked to Ron Kirbo and Donna
Giannantonio who are the Cave Specialists
for Carlsbad Caverns National Park. The
success of this new permit system in
Carlsbad Caverns National Park depends on
an honest and friendly cooperative relation
ship between cavers and the Park Service.
Persons who are interested in a future
trip into Deep Cave, and who are very
vertically experienced should contact
me at (915) 563-4178.
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inveterate cave photographers until I gave
up and let Susie take over. Having done
all but about half an hour of the driving
down the night before from Waco - gosh
it's a long way- I was tired. So Aspen
and I sat down and took a nap, with me
finally taking her up on my lap to get
her warm and off the cold cave floor. Boy
to be able to sleep like that under any
circumstances!
After about 6 or 7 hours in the cave, we
finally left and headed down the mountain
to the cars. After a quick change of our
dirtier clothes, we headed into town for
a wonderful, leisurely meal at the Hotel
where Jim and Robert consumed 5 sodas
each, much to Susie's and Aspen's amazement. Then we started a leisurely drive
back into the canyon following Terry's
truck. Jim, for some reason, didn't really
want to go all the way into the canyon it might have had something to do with the
fact that we had driven our good car down
instead of the jeep - and was being quite
vocal about it. All of a sudden we heard
this noise, and not long after we heard
another which definitely related the fact
that Jim's fears had been confirmed. The
tail pipe had fallen away from the muffler. Well, to say the least, any of you
who know Jim can imagine how he vocalized
about the latest development to our trip!
After putting the pipe in the back of the
wagon and turning around - we were not
going any further into the canyon - we
were just about to take off when Terry
showed up to see what had happened to us.
After Jim explained in no uncertain terms
and said we were heading out to the canyon
entrance to camp, Terry headed back into
the canyon. We also passed Bill Ripley on
his way in. After a semi-decent nights
sleep, Jim, Robert and I headed out of
town and had a very uneventful trip back
to Waco.
One interesting thing about this trip carne
up Monday afternoon when I picked Jim up
at work. He said that our leisurely supper
Saturday night and the loss of our muffler
in the canyon were the best things that
ever happened to us, as they kept us,
Terry, Aspen and Susie from spending the
better part of that Saturday night in the
Bustamante jail along with all the other
cavers from San Marcos, Houston, Monterrey
and Austin! But that's another story ..... .

July 23-25, 1982
cavers: Jim and Mimi Jasek, Robert Crowder,
Terry, Susie and Aspen Raines, plus
others from San Marcos, Houston,
Austin, and Monterrey
Reported by: Mimi Jasek
Once again we were headed south of the
border to one of our favorite caves. With
wocd from Terry of a big group going down
t o Bustamante for the weekend - we thought
t o cave - we headed out in high spirits.
A-ter nearly cancelling the trip due to
0 ~ daughter not feeling well and some
ot .er things, we finally got off from
wo derful Waco at about 2:30pm Friday
af ernoon. After picking up Robert in
GE r getown, we headed south to Laredo,
ar i ving at the border at about llprn. In
nc t ime at all we were back on the road,
ar didn't even get held up at the two
cl ckpoints. By 2 or so we were bedded
dr n in the parking lot of the cave along
1~ j h Terry and his crew from Austin.
r ly Saturday morning found us eating
a ood breakfast while exchanging greeti l s with Terry and friends. We had just
m s ed them at the border the previous
n ht by about half an hour. While geari J up for the climb, Bill Ripley's van
p1 l ed into the parking lot and he got
o; to chat for a few minutes. Seems he
h< some rnaj or vehicle trouble on the
w; down which finally involved flagging
d< ~ a passing Ford van with electrical
s1 1lies within to get some needed parts
j t ': to get to Bustamante. He and his
pt ~ le then headed for the canyon for
s_ ~ p and work on the vehicle before
r t urning to the cave later in the aftern< n as we were exiting.
I
then headed up the mountain, each at
hj own pace, and finally regrouped at
t l top for rest at about 10:30. After
aJ had gotten sufficiently rested and
me t had eaten a light lunch, we headed
i r o the cave.
P ll Ripley's brother plus two friends
f t m Houston, Terry's two friends and
ou Robert all headed down the breakdo m slope to explore the rest of the
ca ve after a short stop in the entrance
ro,nn. Jim and I, Terry, Susie and Aspen
al L took our time both in the entrance
r oom and in going down the breakdown slope
as this was to be another major photo trip
fo r Jim and Terry. Once down, Susie and
I gamely helped set off flashes for our
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A LOOK BACK IN HISTORY : This photograph was shot in 1965 by James Jasek in the old two-story house
the cavers lived at in Austin , Texas. Sitting on the back row is Carol Russell , William Russell , A. Richard Smith ,
James Reddell , Bud Frank , and David McKenzie . Sitting in the front row is Terry Raines.

